Creation. . . .
A Webquest for Evolutionary Biology
Teacher Resources

Assignment Guidelines

PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE: This is designed to be the first part of the evolution unit, a precursor to the theory of evolution and geologic timeline.

GROUP SIZE: I have included 7 different cultural creation stories. Suggested group size is 2-4 students, so you may not need all of the 7 stories.

GROUP ASSIGNMENT: The Kojki, Japan story is fascinating, especially as far as the current Japanese culture is concerned, however it is a bit SEXUALLY EXPLICIT and MYSOGINISTIC in places. So when assigning groups this should be kept in mind.

TIMEFRAME: Part 1 is designed to take one (1) 84 minute class period. Part 2 is designed to be a homework assignment that night. Extra Credit is designed to be an additional assignment that would take 1-2 extra days.